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 Elementary procedures for Mobility Management 

4.1 General 

This section describes the procedures used for mobility management for non-GPRS services and for GPRS-
services at the radio interface (Reference Point Um and Uu). 

The main function of the Mobility Management sublayer is to support the mobility of user terminals, such as 
informing the network of its present location and providing user identity confidentiality. 

A further function of the MM sublayer is to provide connection management services to the different entities of 
the upper Connection Management (CM) sublayer (see TS 24.007). 

There are two sets of procedures defined in this chapter:  

- MM procedures for non-GPRS services (performed by the MM entity of the MM sublayer); and  
- GMM procedures for GPRS services (performed by the GMM entity and GMM-AA entity of the MM 

sublayer), see TS 24.007 [20]. 
All the MM procedures described in this section can only be performed if a RR connection has been 
established between the MS and the network. Else, the MM sublayer has to initiate the establishment of a RR 
connection (see GSM 04.18 section 3.3 and TS 25.331 section 8.2.3). The GMM procedures described in this 
section, use services provided by the RR sublayer without prior RR connection establishment. 

GMM procedures are mandatory and applicable only for GPRS MSs and networks supporting those MSs. For 
GPRS MSs which are IMSI attached for both GPRS and non-GPRS services, some MM procedures are 
replaced by GMM combined procedures provided that the network operates in network operation mode I, i.e. is 
supporting combined GMM procedures. GMM combined procedures are not applicable for the GPRS MS 
operation mode C but are mandatory for the GPRS MS operation modes A and B and networks supporting 
network operation mode I, see TS 23.060. 

4.1.1 MM and GMM procedures 

4.1.1.1 Types of MM and GMM procedures 

Depending on how they can be initiated, three types of MM procedures can be distinguished: 

1) MM common procedures: 
 A MM common procedure can always be initiated whilst a RR connection exists. The procedures 

belonging to this type are: 
Initiated by the network: 
- TMSI reallocation procedure; 
- authentication procedure; 
- identification procedure; 
- MM information procedure; 
- abort procedure. 
 However, abort procedure is used only if an MM connection is being established or has 

already been established i.e. not during MM specific procedures or during IMSI detach 
procedure, see section 4.3.5. 

Initiated by the mobile station: 
- IMSI detach procedure (with the exceptions specified in section 4.3.4). 

ii) MM specific procedures: 
 A MM specific procedure can only be initiated if no other MM specific procedure is running or no MM 

connection exists. The procedures belonging to this type are: 
- normal location updating procedure; 
- periodic updating procedure; 
- IMSI attach procedure. 

iii) MM connection management procedures: 
These procedures are used to establish, maintain and release a MM connection between the mobile station 
and the network, over which an entity of the upper CM layer can exchange information with its peer. A MM 
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connection establishment can only be performed if no MM specific procedure is running. More than one MM 
connection may be active at the same time. Depending on how they can be initiated, two types of GMM 
procedures can be distinguished: 

i) GMM common procedures:  
Initiated by the network when a GMM context has been established: 
- P-TMSI (re-) allocation; 
- GPRS authentication and ciphering; 
- GPRS identification; 
- GPRS information. 

ii) GMM specific procedures: 
 Initiated by the network and used to detach the IMSI in the network for GPRS services and/or 

non-GPRS services and to release a GMM context: 
- GPRS detach. 

 Initiated by the MS and used to attach or detach the IMSI in the network for GPRS services 
and/or non-GPRS services and to establish or release a GMM context: 
- GPRS attach and combined GPRS attach; 
- GPRS detach and combined GPRS detach. 

 Initiated by the MS when a GMM context has been established: 
- normal routing area updating and combined routing area updating; 

- periodic routing area updating. 

 

4.1.1.1.1 Integrity Checking of Signalling Messages in the Mobile Station 

In UMTS only, integrity protected signalling is mandatory.  In UMTS only, all protocols shall use integrity 
protected signalling.  Integrity protection of all layer 3 signalling messages is the responsibility of lower layers.  
It is the network which activates integrity protection.  This is done using the security mode control procedure 
(TS 25.331). 

MM and GMM signalling messages have to be checked for integrity by the MS on a per-message basis.  
Some MM/GMM messages shall be processed regardless of whether or not integrity protection was activated.  
Lower layers in the MS provide MM/GMM with an indication for every MM/GMM message as to the result of 
the integrity checking process: 

No integrity check performed; 
Integrity check performed and was successful; or 
Integrity check performed and was unsuccessful. 

 

Integrity checking on the network side is performed by the RNC and is described in TS 25.413 

Not all MM/GMM messages are integrity protected.  Therefore, the following MM/GMM messages shall not be 
discarded by the MM/GMM entity of the MS, regardless of whether they pass or fail the integrity check: 

 

MM messages: 

- AUTHENTICATION REQUEST 

- AUTHENTICATION FAILURE 

- AUTHENTICATION REJECT 

- IDENTITY REQUEST 

- LOCATION UPDATING REJECT 

- CM SERVICE REJECT 
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GMM messages: 

- AUTHENTICATION & CIPHERING REQUEST 

- AUTHENTICATION & CIPHERING FAILURE 

- AUTHENTICATION & CIPHERING REJECT 

- IDENTITY REQUEST 

- ATTACH REJECT 

- ROUTING AREA UPDATE REJECT 

- SERVICE REJECT (UMTS only) 

 

The receiving layer 3 entity in the MS shall not process any other layer 3 signalling messages unless they 
have been successfully integrity checked by the lower layers. If any signalling messages, having not 
successfully passed the integrity check, are received by layer 3, the MS shall discard that message. 

 


